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PROGRAMS 

 

1. A CEO creates prototype of class locomotive. He asks his project managers to create various 

kinds of locomotives with different features using their imagination. Project managers create 

framework for their respective locomotives and ask their engineers to fill in the details. 

 Using appropriate OOPS concepts deliver following. 

a.) Blue color air conditioned car with max speed 120 kmph, 15 kmpl, 500 cc hp. 

b.) Red color bike with mileage 80 kmpl, 150 cc horse power. 

c.) Yellow color auto rickshaw with 30 kmpl, 300 cc that runs on disel. 

d.) Heavy weight 6 wheeler truck with 3 kmpl mileage. 

 

Note: A locomotive can move(), has wheels, engine with certain features, runs on fuel etc. A 

car has features like AC / NON AC, fuel type etc, similarly others. 

2. Write a program to count number of objects created for a class, number of times it’s 

constructor and destructor got called. 

 

3. Aliens have been using different terminology for mathematics. Digits are represented by A- 0, 

B-1 … J-9 . Similarly ~ for Plus, ! for minus, # for multiply and @ for divide. 

Accept single digit mathematical expressions from aliens and display the results in numbers. 

NOTE: Use class concepts and operator overloading 

4. Tourists are being charged following ways at Taj mahal. 

Indians : 20 Rs 

Foreigners : 10 $ and they should enter their passport number. 

50 Rs Extra if people bring camera. 

Accept details of 5 tourists. Depending on the information provided by them, identify  them as 

Indians/Foreigners, with / with out cameras and let them know various facilities provided to them. 



Ex: Foreigners can be recommended to avail of guide facility, tourists with camera be given info of 

various snap spots around etc.  

At the end of the day ( 5 tourists ), calculate total income received. 

5. Construct Object oriented data base to carry out following operations 

a.) Build a master table 

b.) Display the table 

c.) Insert a record 

d.) Delete a record 

e.) Search a record based on some key. 

NOTE: Create an array of objects. You may use some employee table with some 4-5 columns. 

6. I have created a module that will specify how my new model BMW will function. 

Ex: It has details like acceleration, max speed, mileage etc. Some other BMW Car models wishes 

to use the functionality of my model. I do not want those models to tamper my model details ( 

listed in example ). I have also created another module called solar booster, which when attached 

to any BMW model can increase their features like acceleration, mileage, max speed etc. 

Implement My model of BMW, one more model of BMW using my features and solar booster. 

Attach the booster to one BMW car and display improvements before and after attachment. 

 

7. Write a program that will explain hybrid Inheritance. Make sure the base class has properties 

belonging to all kinds of scope. Show how their visibility changed under public, protected and 

private inheritance. 

 

8. When I display any number, I wish to see $ symbol at the end to indicate that I am dealing with 

currency. 

 

9. Write a template class which will concatenate characters and in case of digits, it performs 

addition. 

 Ex: I & T = IT  Where as 2 & 3 = 5 

NOTE : Use ASCII values to differentiate numbers from rest of the symbols. 

10. Consider the FFCS Registration process of a course (say ITE103) for a particular faculty. Add 

the registration number of the students who register for that course into a binary search tree 

based on the order of registration. 

    Eg., If the student with Reg. No. 11BIT0138 registers first, followed by    

    11BIT0105 and 11BIT0231, the BST should be as follows. 

 

 

 

 

Implement the additions and deletions that happen during ‘Add and drop’ period. 

11BIT

0138 

11BIT0

105 
11BIT0

231 



At any point of time, the currently registered students list, sorted by Reg. No. should be displayed in 

faculty login. 

Also perform preorder and post-order traversals of the tree thus constructed. 

11. Perform polynomial addition using arrays 

12. Write a program to create an array of structures to store the following details of all the students 

in the class and display them back.  

- Reg.No, Name, number of credits being studied in the current semester and cgpa. 

13. Using a single stack, determine if a phrase is a palindrome or not. 

Eg., “Rotator”, “rats live on no evil star” are palindromes 

[Hint: Push first half of the characters in the given string to a stack and 

keep comparing the popped characters with the second half of the string] 

14. Assume a car service center can take up a specified number of cars for servicing per day. The 

registration numbers of the cars are to be stored in the order of their arrival and processed in the 

same order. 

Implement the following operations using a Queue ADT– arrival, departure and display of the 

cars present in the service center, at a particular time. 

15. Store the contacts (name & mobile number) in your smart phone in a singly linked list (Ensure 

that they are in alphabetical order). Provide options for inserting new contacts. While trying to 

make a call, if the first letter is pressed, the singly linked list should retain only the names that 

have the specified letter. If the second letter is pressed, the list should delete those names that 

do not have these two letters within them. Continue up to 3 letters and display the names in the 

resulting linked list. Eg., If we press the letters ‘s’ and ‘a’, the names ‘Sachin’, ‘Eshwar’ and 

‘Ashwin’ should be listed.  

16. Read a paragraph on a word by word basis and store the words in alphabetical order using a 

doubly linked list. Later delete all the words of length lesser than 4. Display the contents of the 

doubly linked list after both the operations. 

17. Apply the following sorting techniques to sort a 1D array of Employee 

structure (members- employee_name, emp_no, emp_salary), with key as 

emp_no. Also display the count of swaps performed. 

a. Bubble sort 

b. Selection sort 

c. Insertion sort 

Shell sort 

d. Quick sort 

e. Heap sort 

f. Merge sort 

g. Radix sort 

18. Implement the following Graph traversal techniques: 



a. Depth First Search 

b. Breadth First Search 

 

19. Insert values in the given order and show the AVL tree after each instance. 

7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 10, 9, 8, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 

20. Show the step by step tree state to construct a BST for the following set of data. 

21, 6, 9, 4, 17, 24, 12, 10, 35, 31, 30, 13. 

21. Create a Complete Binary tree and show the values in it using Breadth first search traversal. 


